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LIST OF SYMBOLS
AWG American wire gage
cir-mil area of a circle whose diameter = 0.001 inches
£, zeta resistance correction factor for temperature
K. conductor area cm /wire area cm
2 2K wound area cm /usable window area cm
2 2K usable window area cm /window area cm
K window utilization factor
Aw wire area
Ac iron area gross
1m magnetic path
MLT mean length turn





















JJLO absolute permeability (4-rr X 10 )
H magnitizing force ampturns/cm 1 amp turn/cm p 0. 79 oersted
m meter
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ABSTRACT
The adoption by NASA of the metric system for dimensioning to replace
the long-used English units imposes a requirement on the U.S. t ransformer
designer to convert from the familiar units to the less familiar metric equiva-
lents. Material is presented to assist in that transition in the field of trans-
former design and fabrication. The conversion data makes it possible for
the designer to obtain a fast and close approximation of significant parameters
such as size, weight, and temperature rise. Nomographs are included to
provide a close approximation for breadboarding purposes. For greater con-
venience, derivations of some of the parameters are also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The adoption by NASA of the metric system for dimensioning to replace
the long-used English units imposes a requirement on the U. S. t ransformer
designer to convert from the familiar units to the less familiar metric equiva-
lents, Table 1. The following material is intended to assist in that transition
in the field of t ransformer design and fabrication. The conversion data makes
it possible for the designer to obtain a fast and close approximation of significant
parameters such as size, weight, and temperature rise. For greater con-
venience, derivations of some of the parameters are also presented.
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Table 1. Conversion Factors
Area
To convert
Circular Mils to Square Inches
Circular Mils to Square Mils
Circular Mils to Square Millimeters
Square Centimeters to Square Inches
Square Feet to Square Meters
Square Inches to Circular Mils
Square Inches to Square Centimeters
Square Inches to Square Millimeters
Square Inches to Square Mils
Square Meters to Square Feet
Square Millimeters to Square Inches
Square Millimeters to Circular Mils
Square Mils to Circular Mils
Square Mils to Square Inches
Multiply By










1. 55 X 10~3


















































3. 937 X 10"2
3. 937 X 101
1. 00 X 10"3
2. 54 X 10"2
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II. CONVERSION DATA FOR WIRE SIZES FROM #10 to #44
Columns A and B in Table 2 give the bare area in the commonly used
circular mils notation and in the metric equivalent for each wire size.
Column C gives the equivalent resistance in microhms/centimeter (|i£2/cm or
10 ft/cm. ). Columns D to L relate to coated wires showing the effect of insula-
tion on size and the number of turns and the total weight in grams/centimeter.
The total resistance for a. given winding may be calculated by multiplying
the MLT (mean length/turn) of the winding in centimeters, by the microhms/cm
for the appropriate wire size, and the total number of turns. Thus
R = (MLT) • ( .) • (N)
The weight of the copper in a given winding may be calculated by multi-
plying the MLT by the grams /cm (column M) and by the total number of turns.
Thus
w t = (MLT) • ( ) • ( N )
Turn per square inch and turns per square cm are based on 60% wire fill
factor.
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aTbi» data from REA Magnetic Wire Datalator (Ref. 1).
This notation meana the entry in the column must be multiplied by 10"
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III. TEMPERATURE CORRECTION FACTORS
The values shown in Fig. 1 are based upon a correction factor of 1. 0 at
20 C. For other temperatures the effect upon wire resistance can be calculated
by multiplying the resistance value for the wire size shown in column C of
Table 2 by the appropriate correction factor shown on the graph. Thus,






Fig. 1. Resistance Correction Factor (£,, Zeta) for wire temperature
between -50° and 100°C
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IV. TOROIDAL FILL FACTORS
Figures 2, 3 and 4 have been devised to assist the engineer in opti-
mizing the dimension of the window in the toroidal core. Available window area
for winding turns is affected by:
(1) Minimum window diameter which may be safely wound
(2) Total space occupied by wire (copper and insulation)
The fraction of the available window space which will be occupied by the
copper may be calculated from
T, conductor cm wound cm usable window cmK = x ^x
wire cm usable window cm window cm
where
j 4. 2 2conductor cm = copper cm
2 2 . . . . . . 2
wire cm = copper cm + insulation cm
wound cm = number of turns x wire area of one turn
usable window cm = available window area minus residual area which
results from the particular winding technique used
window area = available window cm
_,. , conductor cm , ,. . . , , . . ,„ . ,The term * (=K ) is dependent upon wire size. Typical
wire cm
values which may be calculated from the data of Table 2, Columns A and D are
AWG 10= "• 6* cm = 0.94155. 90 cm
AWG 20 = I'1** cm = 0. 8556. 065 cm
Aiir,". in 0.5067 cm
 n „.„AWG 3
°
=
 0.6785 cm = °' 747
AWG 40 = ' ™"7 = 0. 6730. 0723 cm
The term -—r: : - 7 (=K 7 ) i s the fill factor for the usable windowusable window cm^ £•
area. It can be shown theoretically that for circular cross-section wire wound
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-651 7
on a flat form that the ratio of wire cm to the area required for the turns can
never be greater than 0. 91. In practice, the actual maximum value is
dependent upon the tightness of winding, variations in insulation thickness, and
wire lay. Consequently, the fill factor is always less than the theoretical
maximum.
Design Manual TWC-300 of MAGNETICS, Inc. indicates that random wound
cores can be produced with fill factors as high as 0.7, but that progressive sector
wound cores can be produced with fill factors of only up to 0.55. The charts of
Figures 2, 3 and 4 are based upon fill factor ratios of 0. 50, 0. 60 and 0. 70,
respectively. As a typical working value for copper wire with a heavy synthetic
film insulation, a ratio of 0. 60 may be used safely.
2 2The term usable window cm /window cm (K,) defines how much of the
available window space may actually be used for the winding. The charts are
based on the assumption that the inside diameter (ID) of the wound core is

















A typical value for the copper fraction in the window area is about 0. 40.
For example for AWG 20 wire, KI x KZ x KS = 0. 855 x 0. 60 x 0. 75 = 0. 385.
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V. CORE SIZE SELECTION
Upon selecting the transformer core material and material thickness, the
next step is to select the proper size core for a transformer with a given operat-
ing frequency and output power. The power handling capability of a transformer
can be determined by its Wa Ac product where Wa is the available core win-
dow area in cm and Ac is the core effective cross sectional area in cm .
The Wa Ac relationships are obtained by solving Faraday's Law in the
following manner:
-4Faraday's Law = E = 4B Ac Nf X 10 (square wave)
E = 4.44B Ac Nf X 10"4 (sine wave)
m
E = applied voltage (rms)
B = flux density in teslas
m '
Ac = core effective cross sectional area in cm
N = number of turns
f = frequency in Hz
. ' . . 2Aw = bare wire area in cm
Wa = window area in cm
K = window utilization factor
I = current (rms)
J = current density
P = output power (total)
P = input power
PT = total power
r\ = efficiency
Solving for
... E X 104NAc = - 4B f
m






Multiply both sides by Ac
KWaAc _ E X 104NAc = - T - - — -rs - f—Aw 4o f
Combining and solving for Wa Ac
KWaAc E-X 1 O4
Aw 4B fK
m









TT A - E I _ 1 _ OEAw = -^=- - —f - -7—J J Jr|
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Window utilization factor K
Lamination and Bobbin
Toroid 1/2 ID remaining
C Core and Bobbin
Wa (eff) .. ~.,, „ . v Aw Bare
—^ '- X Fill Factor X —Wa Aw Total = 0.4
WaAc =
PT X 10








The curve in Fig. 5 shows the required core Wa Ac product plotted
against transformer output power for different frequency. The values held con-
stant were:
B = 0 .3T
m
J = 200 Amps/cm
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K = 0.40
TI = 95%
These values were held constant so that one nomograph could be used with
all materials and the Engineer could adjust Bm, J, K and r\ to fit the design.
From the equation
P x 104
Wa Ac = —1. 6 x B f J
m
two nomographs were generated to compare output power
P PT
o (1/n + 1)
with Wa Ac and P with weight. These nomographs were generated from the
lamination and C core in the article. The nomograph in Fig. 5 compares P
with Wa Ac, thus the size of the transformer can quickly be determined. The
nomograph in Fig. 6 compares power with weight, thus the weight of a fully
wound transformer can quickly be determined. These nomographs have the
following constraints:
B = 0. 3T
m
J = 200 A/cm2
K = 0.4
More than likely after the Wa Ac has been selected a slight reshuffle of the
constraints is required to correspond to the actual core Wa Ac product.

















Fig. 5. Wa Ac versus Output Power

















Fig. 6. Transformer Weight versus Power Output
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VI. TOROID POWDER CORE SELECTION WITH dc CURRENT
After calculating the inductance and dc current, select the proper
permeability and size powder core with a given LI /2. The energy handling
capability of an inductor can be determined by its Wa Ac product where Wa
is the available core window area in cm and Ac is the core effective cross
sectional area cm . The Wa Ac relationship are obtained by solving





E = voltage, volts
L = inductance, henrys
I = current, amperes
N = number of turns
<t> = flux, webers
B = flux density, teslas
m '
Ac' = core cross section, -m
fo._ = relative permeability
Ho = absolute permeability (4-n- X 10 ')
H" = magnetizing force, amp turns/m
1m' = magnetic path length, m
K = window utilization sector
Wa' = window area, rn
. j' = current density, amps/m




Energy = -~-LI = -V
21m'
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H H Tvr2 A '/ B lm/ \ B Im'Ac'H- r H-oN Ac / m \ m ,Eng = I ^r-l = r watt seconds
21m' \^oN / 2^o
, T , B^ lnvKWa'J m'
N




 M- ~ "~
r
 ° KWa'J'
Substituting into the energy equation
m
let
Wa = window area, cm
A 2Ac = core area, cm
J = current density, amps/cm
Wa' = Wa X 10"4
Ac' = Ac X 10~4
J" = J X 104
Substituting into the energy equation
Wa Ac B JK
Eng =
Solving for Wa Ac,
m
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let
Im = magnetic path length, cm
lm' = ]m X 10"2
10~2 B Imx 10"2
m m
X I O ~ 4 ) ( J
for u = 4ir X 10"?
B 1m x 10~2 B 1m x 104
m m-
4, X l O - 7 W a J K
From the equation
Wa A 2 (Eng) x 104Wa Ac = B JK
m
two nomographs were generated to compare energy or LI /2 with Wa Ac and
energy or LI /2 with weight. These nomographs were generated for 13 com-
, monly used powder cores in this article. The nomograph in Fig. 7 compares
LI 12 with Wa Ac, thus the size of an inductor can quickly be determined. The
2
nomograph in Fig. 8 compares LI /2 with weight, thus the weight of a fully
wound inductor can quickly be determined. These nomographs have the fol-
lowing constraints:
B = 0. 3 T
m
J = 200 A/cm2
K = 0.4
After the core size has been determined the next step is to pick the right perme-
ability for that core size and that is done with the following equation:




 ~ 0.4rr Wa J K
More than likely after the permeability has been selected a slight reshuffle of
the constraints to match the available core and permeability must be made.
20








Fig. 7. Wa Ac versus LI 12

















Fig. 8. Inductor Weight versus LI /2
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VII. CALCULATION OF OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF WOUND TOROID
The outside diameter of the wound toroid, Fig. 9, (less the outside
wrapper) may be calculated from (assuming one half of the ID remains after
•winding):
OD = (3 /4)
where;
D = diameter
A, = A 1 = A 2
Core window ID = D =
7 2 2 / ?
R4 - R3 = R2 - IT
, Core ID = DZ =




R4 = (3 /4) +
OD = 2R7
Fig. 9. Calculation of Outside Diameter of Wound Toroid
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Page Intentionally Left Blank
VIII. MAGNETIC AND DIMENSIONAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIRTEEN
COMMONLY USED MOLYPERMALLOY CORES
The following remarks apply to each of Tables 3 to 15, the data in which
was compiled from Ref. 2.
(1) Total weight is core weight plus wire weight assuming AWG 20
(2) Maximum OD of wound core with residual hole = 1/2 ID
(3) MLT (mean length/turn), K x K3 = 0. 6 x 0. 75 = 0. 45
(4) Effective window area Wa eff = 3irr /4
(Data was computed with the aid of Refs . 2 to 4. )
Nomographs (Figs. 10 to 22) relate to the thirteen different core sizes.
The nomographs show resistance, number of turns, inductance and wire size
for a fill factor of 0.45 (K? x K,.), and are based on a permeability of 60. To
convert for other permeability values, the appropriate inductance multiplication
factors listed should be used. The information appearing in the tables and on
the figures, will enable the engineer to arrive at a close approximation for
breadboarding purposes.
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-651 25






.Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
,Ac = CROSS SECTION









































2.08 x L @ P 60
2.67 x L @ P 60
3,33 x L @ P 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION


































4. 1 1 cm
6. 50 grams





2.08 x L @ P 60
2.67 x L @ P 60
3,33 x L @ P 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION









































2.08 x L @ 1* 60
2.67 x L @ P 60
3.33 x L @ V 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION









































2.08 x L @ 11 60
2.67 x L @ I* 60
3.33 x L @ I* 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION









































2.08 x L @ /Jl 60
2.67 x L @ I* 60
3,33 x L @ V 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION










































2.08 x L @ fJ 60
2.67 x L @ JU 60
3.33 x L @ I* 60
9.17
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac= CROSS SECTION











































2.08 x L'@ V 60
2.67 x L @ V 60
3.33 x L @ H 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac= CROSS SECTION









































2008 x L @ V 60
2.67 x L @ P 60
3.33 x L @ P 60
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa.= EFFECTIVE
Ac •= CROSS SECTION









































2008 x L @ P 60
2.67 x L @ /Jf 60
3,33 x L @ V 60
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Ac = CROSS SECTION



































































2.08 x L @ \l
2.67 x L @ JJ
3.33 x L @ H
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa = EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION






















































2,08 x L @ P
2.67 x L @ P
3,33 x L @ P
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Ac = CROSS SECTION


































































2.08 x L @ P
2.67 x L @ P
3.33 x L @ P
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Wa = WINDOW AREA
Wa .= EFFECTIVE
Ac = CROSS SECTION









































2.08 x L @ P 60
2.67 x L @ V 60
3,33 x L @ I* 60
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IX. CORE LOSS FOR MOLYPERMALLOY POWDER CORES
Figure 23 depicts core loss curves for molypermalloy powder cores.
These curves were obtained from Magnetics Inc., and are believed to be more
typical curves for 60(JL to 200^ than the data previously published in its catalog.
Many catalogs state core loss in ohms per millihenry. Here it is expressed in
milliwatts per gram.
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X. POWDER CORE (PERMEABILITY VERSUS dc BIAS)
Figure 24 shows inductance change versus dc bias for 60, 125 and 200
permeability materials.
In designing for operation at high dc currents, it is desirable to choose
a core permeability which will result in maximum inductance at peak current.
H = | - H = magnetizing force ampturns/cm
N = number of turns
I = peak currents (Amperes)
1m = mean magnetic path (cm)
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XI. LAMINATION, C CORE AND BOBBIN MAGNETIC AND DIMENSIONAL
SPECIFICATIONS
A. Definitions for Tables 16 through 41.
Tables 16 through 41 show magnetic and dimensional specifications for
eleven EE, El laminations and C cores. Information given is listed by line as:
1 Manufacturer and part number
2 Units
3 Window area Wa divided by iron area Ac
4 Iron area Ac times the window area Wa
5 Iron area Ac
6 Window area Wa
7 Mean magnetic path length 1m
8 Core weight of silicon steel with unity stacking factor. For the
appropriate weight multiply the solid weight by the stacking factor
and density factor.
Stacking Factor
Thickness Butt Jointed Interleaved 1x1
0. 004 0. 90 0. 80
0. 006 0. 90 0. 85
0.014 0 .95 0.90
0. 018 0. 95 0. 90
Density Factor
3% Silicon 7. 64 gm/cc = 1. 00
48% Nickel 8. 25 gm/cc = 1. 08
80% Nickel 8. 74 gm/cc = 1. 14
9 Weight = copper fully wound
10 MLT Fullwound = single winding on bobbin
11 MLT 1st half = First of two windings wound with equal area
12 MLT 2nd half = Second of two windings wound with equal area
13 Transformer overall surface area A
14-19 Lamination dimensions
6 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-651
20 Bobbin Manufacturer and part number
21 Bobbin inside winding length
22 Bobbin inside build
23 Bobbin winding area length x build
B. Nomographs for 11 Laminations and 15 C Core Sizes
Figures 25 through 50 are nomographs for 11 different laminations and
*15 C cores sizes. The nomographs display resistance, number of turns,
and wire size at a fill factor of K = 0. 60. These nomographs are included
to provide a close approximation for breadboarding purposes.
*Per bobbin
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XII. TEMPERATURE RISE VERSUS SURFACE AREA DISSIPATION DUE TO
POWER LOSS, Figure 51:
Power loss (core loss + winding loss) in a transformer produces a tem-
perature rise which must be controlled to prevent damage or failure. Heat is
dissipated from the transformer surfaces by a combination of radiation and
convection and is dependent upon total exposed surface area. Dissipation is
expressed in watts per square centimeter of surface area.
Temperature rise in a transformer winding cannot be predicted with com-
plete precision. Many different techniques are described in the literature for
the computation of transformer temperature rise.
A method for temperature rise computation used by transformer
designers is reasonably accurate for open core and coil construction. It is
based on the assumptions that core and coil losses are lumped together and that
this energy is dissipated through the circumferential area of the coil and core.
The nomograph of Fig. 51 (data obtained from Ref. 5) shows temperature
rise versus power loss (core loss + copper loss) expressed in watts per square
centimeter of surface area with heat transfer by combined radiation and
convection.
The nomograph is based on heat transfer from a vertical surface by 45
percent convection and 55 percent radiation with an emissivity of 0. 95 in a
25°C room at sea level. The heat loss from the upper side of a flat horizontal
surface by convection is on the order of 15 to 20 percent more than from the
vertical surface. On the under side the heat loss depends on the area and
conductivity of the surface.





















10° C 100° C
AT = TEMPERATURE RISE, DEGREES C
Fig. 51. Temperature Rise Versus Surface Dissipation
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XIII. MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CURRENT DENSITY FOR 50°C RISE,
Figures 52, 53 and 54
The curves shown are based upon a maximum permissible temperature
rise of 50 C, with a surface dissipation of 0. 07 watts/cm . Maximum efficiency
is achieved when the iron power loss and the copper power loss are equal. The
data are based upon an assumption of 50% iron and 50% copper power losses.
Surface areas for toroidal cores, laminations, and C cores have been calculated.
Power dissipated as heat in the transformer is:
A t(cm2) • 0. 07 Watts/cm2 = WT
W = W = WT/2 W = Copper Loss
Wa(cm2) • T /cm2 = T W = Iron Loss
R = T - S 2 / c m - MLT WT = Total Loss
w _ 2R T = Turns #(for a given wire size)
c
I = /W /R T /cm = Table 1 (K) for a given wire2 _
size
Wa = Window Area
2 2Current Density I/cm = I/Wire Area (cm )
These current densities are useful in picking out a first choice of wire
size for a given current requirement but should not be regarded as final. Instead,
the regulation, or other performance criteria should govern the final choice of
wire size.
The surface area A. for the toroids, laminations, and C cores were
computed from Figs. 55, 56 and 57. Designation for terms are taken from
tables of toroids, laminations, and C cores in this text.
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At = SURFACE AREA
At LAMINATION • 2 (FE + SF + SE - DA - 2DO-
S* BUILD
At = 7r(2C * A)2 + D IT (2C + A) + 2 (FE + SF + SE - DA - 2DC)
Fig. 55. Lamination At
At - SURFACE AREA
.WOUND X(HTCORE + ODWOUND - ODCQRE)
116
Fig. 56. Toroid A-t





At - SURFACE AREA
At • 4E (2E+F) + (ED) 4+2 (D+F) (G) +2 (2F+2E) (G) +2 (D+F) (2F + 2E)
Fig. 57. C Core A,
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XIV. PERMEABILITY AND AIR GAP
The permeability of a magnetic core is decreased by inserting an air gap.
Inserting an air gap causes the magnetization curve to "shear over. " The size
of air gap can be varied by different stacking methods.
*
Normal Permeability (p.) is the slope of a line drawn through the tips of a
hysteresis loop formed at a specified value of H or B, as shown in Fig. 58. For




This is not to be confused with [J.A or p. per manufacturer1 s data (Ref. 6).
118
Fig. 58. Hysteresis Loop
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Eight coils were wound to show different stacking methods and its effect
on relative air gap.





BUTT 25 p.™ Kraft
BUTT 50 Him Kraft
•7 1 x 1 & -7 BUTT
L* Lt
Figures 59 through 66 show how the stacking method can influence the



















Stack 1 x 1
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10 ma/cm horiz
Stack 5 x 5
20 ma/cm horiz
Stack 1 5 x 1 5
Fig. 61
50 ma/cm horiz
Stack 32 x 32
Fig. 62
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50 ma/cm
Stack
- 1 x 1 & BUTT
Fig. 66
XV. ENGINEERING AIDS
Figures 67, 68, 69 and Table 42 have been inserted for use as
engineering aids. The nomagraph shown in Figure 67 is for Inductance,
Capacitance, and Reactance. Figure 68 can be used to compute the mean turn
length and its derivation. Figure 69 compares core loss of four different mag-
netic materials. These curves show core loss as a function of flux density and
frequency. Table 42 is a list of the AIEE preferred tape wound toroidal cores
tabulated with metric dimensions.
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Fig. 67. Nomograph for Inductance, Capacitance, and Reactance
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COMPUTATION OF
MEAN TURN LENGTH
COIL 1 —' '— (MLT)2 COIL 2
= 2(H-2J) + 2(s+2J)




(MLT)n = 2(r+2J) + 2(s+2J) +TT
WHERE:
al = BUILD OF WINDING #1
a2 = BUILD OF WINDING #2
an = BUILD OF WINDING #n
c= THICKNESS OF INSULATION BETWEEN
aJ
Fig. 68. Computation of Mean Turn Length




















Fig. 69. Silicone, Cobalt, and Nickel Iron Core Loss Curves
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1 1 . 7
1 7 . 6
17 .6
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1 2 . 6
6 .71
1 3. 4


















































(1) Cross-sectional area calculated for 2 mil (0. 002 in. ) material
(2) Dimensions listed are sizes of aluminum boxed cores (not coated)
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